As Collaborative Filtering becomes increasingly important in both academia and industry recommendation solutions, it also becomes imperative to study the algorithm selection task in this domain. This problem aims at inding automatic solutions which enable the selection of the best algorithms for a new problem, without performing full-ledged training and validation procedures. Existing work in this area includes several approaches using Metalearning, which relate the characteristics of the problem domain with the performance of the algorithms. This study explores an alternative approach to deal with this problem. Since, in essence, the algorithm selection problem is a recommendation problem, we investigate the use of Collaborative Filtering algorithms to select Collaborative Filtering algorithms. The proposed approach integrates subsampling landmarkers, a data characterization approach commonly used in Metalearning, with a Collaborative Filtering methodology, named CF4CF. The predictive performance obtained by CF4CF using benchmark recommendation datasets was similar or superior to that obtained with Metalearning.
INTRODUCTION
Most research in the algorithm selection problem for Collaborative Filtering (CF) [23] have used Metalearning (MtL) [1, 4ś6, 10, 12, 16] . The problem is modeled using a set of features (i.e., metafeatures), Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for proit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the irst page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior speciic permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. RecSys '18, October 2ś7, 2018, Vancouver, BC, Canada © 2018 Association for Computing Machinery. ACM ISBN 978-1-4503-5901-6/18/10. . . $15.00 https://doi.org /10.1145/3240323.3240378 describing the problem domain, and the performance obtained by a group of algorithms according to a speciic measure. This creates a metadataset. Afterwards, learning algorithms are applied to the metadataset, inducing a metamodel, which can be used to predict the best algorithms for a new problem. However, the design of suitable metafeatures is a hard problem. This is especially diicult in the CF problem, where there is no clear separation between independent and dependent variables. So far, several metafeatures based on statistical and/or information-theoretical measures [1, 5, 7, 10, 12, 16] and landmarking [6] have been proposed, with relevant results. However, the merits of using metafeatures continue to be questioned, since it is diicult to understand what they mean and how can they contain useful information for the algorithm selection problem. Hence, this study investigates another approach, which does not explicitly use metafeatures to induce a metamodel.
The proposed approach, named CF4CF, refers to the application of CF algorithms to select the best CF algorithms for a new problem. It considers the traditional users and items to be datasets and algorithms, respectively. The recommendation performance of all algorithms on a particular dataset are leveraged and converted into ratings. Next, a proper rating matrix can be built using performance data only. Thus, a CF algorithm can be used to create a metamodel, which can be used to predict the best ranking of algorithms for a new recommendation problem. Speciically in the prediction step, when no data is available regarding the algorithm performance, CF4CF uses subsampling landmarkers (performance estimations on a data sample extracted from the original dataset) to obtain initial ratings. This strategy allows CF4CF to deal with the cold start problem in algorithm selection. CF4CF then predicts the remaining ratings and converts the outcome into a ranking of algorithms.
As far as the authors know, CF4CF is the irst attempt to use CF algorithms to recommend CF algorithms. Also, this study allows to objectively compare the approach proposed by [7] with CF4CF. This is only possible since (1) the experimental procedure leverages the same CF datasets, algorithms and evaluation measures and (2) the metalevel evaluation procedure is the same, except for the algorithms and training and test metadata, i.e. either ratings or metafeatures. We compare the metalevel accuracy and its impact on the baselevel accuracy for both algorithm selection strategies, showing that CF4CF is a good alternative for algorithm selection.
This document is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the related work on Algorithm Selection for CF; Section 3 presents the core contribution in this work: CF4CF, while Section 4 explains the experimental procedure. In Section 5, the proposed approach is evaluated and the results discussed. Finally, Section 6 presents the main conclusions and future work tasks.
RELATED WORK
Although the use of MtL for CF has been previously investigated [1, 10, 12, 16] , the proposed approaches have limited scope: they use a small number of datasets, recommendation algorithms and metafeatures. An extensive overview of their positive and negative aspects can be seen in a recent survey [8] . The design of metafeatures, which is the most important challenge in Mtl [2, 3, 22, 25] , has recently been systematized [19] . It proposes a systematic approach for metafeature extraction, based on three elements: object o, function f and post-function p f . The framework applies the function f to every possible object o. The outcome(s) of f is(are) processed by the post-function p f to derive the metafeatures. Thus, any metafeature can be represented as: {o.f .p f } [19] .
Recent work has applied the systematic framework in the CF scope [5] . The objects used in the framework are CF's rating matrix R, and its sets of rows U and columns I . The functions f used to characterize these objects are: original ratings (ratings), count the number of elements (count), mean value (mean) and sum of values (sum). The post-functions p f are maximum, minimum, mean, standard deviation, median, mode, entropy, gini, skewness and kurtosis. Additionally, it includes 4 metafeatures: the number of users, items, ratings and the matrix sparsity. The results have shown that the most important metafeatures are: nusers, R.ratings.kurtosis, R.ratings.sd, I.count.kurtosis, I.count.min, I.mean.entropy, I.sum.skewness, sparsity, U.mean.min, U.sum.entropy, U.sum.kurtosis, U.mean.skewness. As an example, R.ratings.kurtosis represents the kurtosis of the distribution of all ratings in matrix R.
Furthermore, another type of MtL approach for CF has been introduced [6] , which uses the performance of CF algorithms on data samples as the metafeatures: subsampling landmarkers [18] . This means that for each CF dataset, random samples are extracted. Then, CF algorithms are trained on these samples and their performance assessed using diferent metrics. The outcome is a subsampling landmarker for each pair algorithm/evaluation measure.
CF4CF
This work introduces a novel approach to the CF algorithm selection problem, CF4CF. The procedure is presented in Figure 1 . This procedure has two main steps: train and predict. The training step obtains data from CF algorithm performance, builds a rating matrix and trains a CF model. The prediction step leverages subsampling landmarkers to create the initial ratings of the active dataset. It is then submitted to the CF model to obtain predictions. Afterwards, the inal ranking of CF algorithms is calculated.
Building the Rating Matrix
Recall that CF requires three elements: users, items and ratings. As this work aims at recommending CF algorithms for CF datasets, the natural adaptation is to consider users and items as datasets and algorithms, respectively. Hence, to build the rating matrix R D×A , we consider the set of datasets D where each dataset d i ∈ D and the set of algorithms A where each algorithm a j ∈ A. To complete the matrix, it is necessary to provide the available ratings. However, in the algorithm selection problem there is not an explicit assignment of ratings by each dataset to the algorithms. To solve this limitation, we model the preferences using the performance of algorithms on the datasets. The idea is to leverage how good the algorithm is for a particular dataset as its preference.
The proposed approach works by converting the rankings into ratings. Such conversion is required since CF models cannot work with ranking data. However, since ratings have the ability to provide diferent degrees of preference to each element in a list of items in a similar way to the way ranking operates, then these are the obvious choice. Furthermore, this conversion to a native CF data type allows to use any CF algorithm as the metamodel. Formally, consider a ranking of algorithms R d i = (a j ) M j=1 for a speciic dataset d i . This ranking is created by sorting the algorithms in decreasing order of performance. To convert the ranking R d i into a speciic ratings scale S ∈ [s min , s max ], the following transformation f is applied to each position j:
Notice that this transformation is an combination of an inverse function (to state that high ratings must be assigned to the algorithm of lower ranking value) and a linear rescaling function (to adapt the ordered values to a speciic ratings scale). The rating values are then
. The matrix is completed by converting all rankings of algorithms for all datasets.
Training the CF model
The R matrix represents the rankings of a set of algorithms a j , j = 1 . . . A on a set of CF problems d i , i = 1 . . . D. This rating matrix can, in principle, be trained using any CF algorithm to generate recommendations of algorithms for new datasets. The diference to standard MtL approaches is that now no metafeatures are needed. However, the diference to traditional CF rating matrices concerns sparsity. Many preferences cannot be measured in CF problems, meaning that matrices are usually very sparse. However, standard MtL approaches to algorithm recommendation usually run all algorithms a j , j = 1 . . . A on all CF problems d i , i = 1 . . . Dl, thus generating a complete rating matrix. This means that some algorithms, e.g. Matrix Factorization (MF), which depend missing values to make predictions, cannot be used.
If a complete matrix is available, a simple solution is to apply such an algorithm to a sample from it, thus artiicially creating missing values. This enables the use of algorithms such as MF, at the cost of losing some information contained in the ignored values. A diferent -and quite positive -perspective is to assume that the matrix is not complete to start with. This not only makes it possible to apply any CF algorithm but it also reduces the computational cost of generating the matrix, as it is no longer necessary to run all algorithms on all CF problems. In other words, it is theoretically possible that CF4CF enables good performance with less information than what is required by standard MtL, translating into signiicant savings in computational resources. We investigate this hypothesis, by varying the parameter N r at inдs , which refers to the number of ratings sampled by dataset to build the matrix.
Building the Active Dataset
After the CF model is induced, it can be used in the prediction step. For that purpose, the ratings based on the performance of some algorithms can be used to estimate the ratings of the remaining ones, and, thus, provide recommendations. However, in the context of algorithm recommendation, it is reasonable to assume that there is no performance estimate for any algorithm. In this case, CF4CF cannot properly work, since it would have no data to be used as input by the CF model. This issue is parallel to the cold start problem in traditional CF. Here we propose to deal with this problem by using subsampling landmarkers (SL). Thus, in order to build the active dataset representation, our method replaces the performance estimation of the algorithms on the complete dataset with SL (i.e. performance estimates obtained on samples of the data), applying the same rating conversion procedure described earlier. Formally, let us consider the complete ranking of the subsampling landmarkers SL d i = (a j ) M j=1 for a speciic dataset d i . Since we aim to use some of these values to serve as initial ratings for the CF model, we irst sample the ranking SL d i . Considering how the number of ratings provided has the potential to directly afect the performance of CF models, it is important to understand the efect of sampling diferent amounts of ratings. We address this issue by using a parameter N S L ∈ [1, ...M − 1] in our experiments. Finally, the sampled ranking SL d i is converted into ratings R S L d i , also using Equation 1.
Turning Predicted Ratings into a Ranking
After obtaining the active dataset representation R S L d i , it is possible to use the previously trained CF model to produce the predictions for the remaining algorithms, represented asR d i . Recall that CF algorithms only consider items to be eligible for recommendation if the active user has not provided any feedback to them yet. Hence, in CF4CF, only algorithms for which no SL is calculated (and posteriorly provided to the CF model as rating) can be considered for prediction. However, the algorithm selection problem requires a complete ranking of algorithms to be predicted. To deal with this issue, we propose to aggregate the predictions with the initial ratings. Hence, the full ratings predicted are provided by
To convert the ratings into rankings, these are sorted in decreasing order then ranked.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 4.1 Baselevel
The baselevel component deals with the traditional CF problem, being exactly the same for CF4CF and standard MtL. Here, three dimensions are considered: datasets, algorithms and evaluation measures. The experiments use 38 datasets from diferent domains, namely Amazon Reviews, BookCrossing, Flixter, Jester, MovieLens, MovieTweetings, Tripadvisor, Yahoo! and Yelp. Table 1 summarizes the characteristics of all domains and datasets used.
The CF algorithms used are variations of MF methods: BPRMF [20] , which performs a pairwise classiication task, optimizing AUC using Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD); WBPRMF [20] , which is a variation of BPRMF that includes a sampling mechanism that promotes low scored items; SMRMF [28] , which is another variation of BPRMF, but it replaces the optimization formula in SGD by a soft margin ranking loss inspired by SVM classiiers; WRMF [14] which uses ALS (Alternating Least Squares) instead of SGD and introduces user/item bias to regularize the process; and lastly the baseline algorithm MostPopular which ranks items by how often they have been seen in the past. Since these algorithm deal with a Top-N recommendation problem, they are evaluated with NDCG (to assess ranking accuracy) and AUC (to evaluate classiication accuracy) using 10-fold cross-validation. To prevent bias towards any algorithm, hyperparameter optimization was not used.
Metalevel
CF4CF uses only algorithm performance as input data. While the results obtained from the baselevel are used as training data, the prediction stage requires to calculate subsampling landmarkers. SL are obtained from a random sample of 10% of the original instances. These samples are submitted to the same baselevel evaluation procedure to obtain performance estimates. For the MtL approach, each dataset is simply described by the state of the art metafeatures [5] (Section 2). Algorithm performance is used to create rankings of algorithms to be used as targets for this predictive procedure. Thus, MtL is addressed using Label Ranking (LR) [15, 26] . Recall that CF4CF is designed to use any CF algorithm. However, in order to provide the fairest comparison possible between MtL and CF, this work uses two algorithms with the same bias: user-based CF [21] and kNN for LR [24] , both based on Nearest Neighbours. These algorithms are referred to as CF4CF and KNN-LR, respectively. The baseline is Average Rankings.
Evaluation of algorithm selection results is done at two levels: meta-accuracy and impact on the baselevel performance. While the irst aims to assess how similar are the predicted and real rankings of algorithms, the second investigates how the algorithms recommended by the metamodels actually perform in terms of recommendation prediction. To assess the meta-accuracy, this work uses the ranking accuracy measure Kendall's Tau and leave-oneout cross-validation. The impact at the baselevel is assessed by the average performance on a speciic baselevel evaluation measure for diferent thresholds t. These thresholds refer to the number of algorithms considered from the predicted ranking. Hence, if t = 1, only the performance of the irst algorithm is used; if t = 2, then the best performance of the irst 2 algorithms is used, and so on.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Rating Matrix Sparsity
The irst analysis focuses on understanding the efect of parameter N r at inдs , which represents the number of ratings sampled by dataset to build the matrix. For such, diferent matrices were created by sampling the complete matrix and then used to induce CF4CF models. The results of the variation of the threshold in terms of Kendall's Tau ranking accuracy for NDCG and AUC metatargets are presented in Figure 2 . According to the results, CF4CF performs similar or better than the baseline and standard MtL for N r at inдs = 4. Thus, CF4CF is able to provide good recommendations using only 4 ratings per baselevel dataset. However, the results also show that CF4CF is only better than MtL for N r at inдs = 5 , meaning the full rating matrix is the only to consistently beat the selected MtL approach.
Meta-accuracy
This analysis assesses the efect of the number of sampled landmarkers (N S L ) in the CF4CF overall predictive performance. This experiment aims to understand how many SL are required to have competitive performance against MtL. Once again, the results of the variation of the threshold in terms of Kendall's Tau for both metatargets are presented in Figure 3 . The results show that CF4CF performs better than the baseline for N S L = 3, for both NDCG and AUC metatargets. However, its performance is similar to MtL only when N S L = 3 for NDCG and N S L = 4 for AUC. Furthermore, CF4CF outperforms standard MtL for NDCG when N S L = 4. Thus, CF4CF is a suitable alternative to this MtL approach, when 4 SL are used to characterize the active dataset.
Impact on the baselevel performance
The impact of CF4CF on the baselevel performance is presented in Figure 4 . The results in this igure are for N S L = 4. Notice that the performances presented are dependent on the baselevel scalethis means that 0% and 100% refer to the minimum and maximum amount of baselevel performance. The experimental results show that CF4CF outperforms both the baseline and standard MtL for t ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} and t ∈ {1, 2} regarding NDCG and AUC, respectively. This means CF4CF makes better predictions than the competing approaches for the irst thresholds in each problem. Thus, the results show CF4CF's predictions yield better baselevel performances for higher positions in the ranking.
CONCLUSIONS
We introduce a novel algorithm selection approach, CF4CF, which follows a CF approach to recommend rankings of the most suitable CF algorithms for a new dataset. The procedure uses the algorithm performance as rating information to induce a metamodel and uses subsampling landmarkers converted into ratings to predict the most suitable CF algorithms for a new dataset. According to the experimental results, several conclusions can be drawn: (1) CF4CF is better at predicting rankings of CF algorithms than standard MtL, (2) the CF algorithms recommended by CF4CF have higher impact on the baselevel performance than those recommended by standard MtL and (3) subsampling landmarkers can provide good initial ratings. Considering that CF4CF uses only performance data and subsampling landmarkers to tackle the algorithm selection problem, we have shown that this research direction is a suitable path for CF algorithm selection. Future work directions include: to investigate alternatives to leverage data for training and testing, further extend the experimental setup to other recommendation problems and algorithms, to study the tradeof between accuracy and time required to create metafeatures and to leverage both metafeatures and ratings in a hybrid CF algorithm selection solution.
